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The War on Syria and “The Death of Civilization”:
The Assassination of Dr Khaled al-Assad, Guardian
of Palmyra.
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“On Freedom’s tree there rained a withering blight, 
Glory to proud Palmyra sighed adieu,
And o’er her shrines Destruction’s angel flew.”
(Nicholas Michell, 1807-1880.)

At a meeting of the Foreign Ministers in Cairo in September 2002 the then Secretary General
of the Arab League, Amr Moussa warned US President George W. Bush that the proposed
invasion of Iraq would: “open the gates of Hell … in the region.” Iraq and Syria would be the
first to be engulfed in the fire.

German’s Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder said it would be a “big mistake” for the United
States to launch its own war on Iraq: “ … and European foreign policy chief Javier Solana
insisted that weapon inspections issues were a matter for the UN”, not an invasion (1.)

UK Prime Minister Tony Blair was isolated as: “the sole European leader in Bush’s camp.”
Even:  “Australian Prime Minister John Howard, long one of Bush’s staunchest allies, said he
favored a diplomatic solution to the crisis and would not blindly follow the United States into
war.”

There was of course no “crisis”, just a pack of lies to justify the illegal invasion for oil and to
rid a government who had committed another unpardonable sin – switching oil trading from
$US to Euros – and were a staunch supporter of Palestine. We are currently witnessing a
similar murderous stitch up of another supporter of Palestine, Syria.

Syria is also believed to have considerable untapped reserves of oil and gas in her territorial
waters  in  the  Levantine  Basin,  exploration  and  finance  of  which  is  being  undertaken  in
cooperation  with  Russia  (2.)

Given the planning the United States has invested in destabilization of the country, aptly
phrased by Syrian Military Intelligence in 2006 their: “efforts to provide military training and
equipment to Syria’s Kurds” (3) and to “highlight Kurdish complaints” in order to implement
another illegal “regime change” and resources theft there must be a fair amount of angst in
Washington and Whitehall at resilience and government survival, though at huge human
cost, approaching a decade later.

The  “highlighting  of  Kurdish  complaints”  though,  clearly  had  time  devoted  to  its
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complexities,  being  needed:  “to  be  handled  carefully,  since  giving  the  wrong  kind  of
prominence to Kurdish issue in Syria could be a liability for our efforts … given Syrian civil
society’s  skepticism  of  Kurdish  objectives.”   Nevertheless,  another  plan  for  illegally
overthrowing a sovereign government  was underway,  lessons from the Iraq nightmare
ignored.

The human cost of US meddling has, as ever, been staggering. According the United Nations
Office for  the  Coordination  of  Humanitarian  Affairs  (UNOCHA)  Syria’s  2013 population  was
22,85 million. By May 2015  12.2 million people were in need of humanitarian assistance,
7.6  million  displaced  internally  due  to  violence  and  4  million  had  fled  the  country  (4.)
Incidentally for those who notice the discrepancy between the population and the UNOCHA
figures,  in  crisis  people  return  home  to  those  they  love:  “If  we  die,  at  least  we  will  die
together”  is  a  phrase  that  haunts.

But the history of the region too is dying. The great, inspired monuments, witness to the
triumphs and tragedies of  mankind throughout millennia.  Pillars,  buildings,  sanctuaries,
laughed in, loved in, hidden in, touched by, wondered at and revered by generations are
being  erased  from  Iraq:  Hatra,  Nineveh,  Nimrud,  Jonah’s  tomb  and  Mosque,  ancient
churches, mosques, temples, priceless artifacts – and now a jewel of Syria, Palmyra.

As Adam Walker, specialist in classical Islam and history of the Middle East and North Africa
points out, Islam has protected civilization’s wonders, not destroyed them. The psychopathic
deviates of ISIS/ISIL/IS do not represent Islam he reminds. Further, in March in London:
‘Speaking  about  desecration  and destruction  of  ancient  heritage  sites,  the  Caliph  and
worldwide Head of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community, Hazrat Mirza Masroor Ahmad, said:

“For more than 1400 years these cities were preserved and protected by successive Muslim
rulers and governments and yet now the extremists claim to have destroyed them in Islam’s
name. This can only be branded as an extreme cruelty and a transgression of Islam’s
teachings. No true Muslim could ever comprehend acting in this way.” ‘(5)
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Fakhreddin’s Castle (top), is pictured in the historical city of Palmyra, Syria (Reuters / Nour
Fourat)

Palmyra first appeared in written records in the 2nd millennium BC, in cuneiform texts. It has
been controlled by the Assyrians,  the Persians,  became part  of  Alexander  the Great’s
Macedonian Greek Empire. On his death in Babylon in June 323 BC, his empire was divided
between two of his Generals, Ptolemy and Seleucus, Ptolemy controlling Egypt and Seleucus
Babylonia, extending his power to Palmyra and much of Syria.

At the end of the Seleucid Empire, Palmyra, stranded between the warring Roman Empire
and the Parthians, carved itself a niche as the principle trading post, including between the
two hostile powers. In AD 77, Pliny the Elder wrote of the settlement’s mediating role:
“Enjoying certain privileges with the two Great Empires, that of the Romans and that of the
Parthians, Palmyra is sought out whenever disputes occur.”

What an irony that this wondrous place of ancient mediation, also home to Christianity
under Emperor Justinian (527-65) when churches were restored, then Islam under General
Khalid  ibn  al-Walid  and  was  silent     witness  to  the  Middle  East’s  golden  ages  and
tribulations from then to now, is being erased by demented deviants spawned by George W.
Bush and Tony Blair’s declared “Crusade.”

IS seized Palmyra, “The Venice of the Sands”, in May. In June they were reported to have
destroyed  the  1,900  year  old  Lion  of  al-Lat  statue,  the  five  centuries  old  shrine  of  Sufi
scholar Nizar Abu Bahaa Eddine and that of Mohammed bin Ali, descendent of a cousin of
the Prophet.

Shortly after this foray in to cultural genocide, the head and hand choppers with a penchant
for burning people and more recently babies to death – seemingly continually “accidentally”
dropped arms, food and medical needs by the US – kidnapped renowned archeologist Dr
Khaled al-Assad, Palmyra’s Curator.

In July Palmyra’s haunting amphitheater was used as a stage for the execution of twenty
five Syrian soldiers by child executioners – described as no older than thirteen or fourteen –
who shot each kneeling man through the back of the head (6.)
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On 18th August the US aid recipients beheaded the eighty one year old Dr Al Assad, for his
refusal to reveal where many precious artifacts had been hidden according to his son, who
was kidnapped with him but released. The body was hung from one of the great Graeco-
Roman columns, his head placed between his feet.

Dr al-Assad became the Director of Antiquities at Palmyra in 1963. “He learned ancient
Palmyrian, close to Aramaic. He also learned English, to guide round visitors and dignitaries.
He was able to manage between Bedouins who live around Palmyra, and visiting Presidents
at the same time”, recalls Dr Abd al-Razzaq Moaz, his friend and Syria’s former Deputy
Culture Minster. “And he was open minded.” (7)

“I was born here, I will die here”, he said of his love for Palmyra. He died protecting it from
the criminals whose priceless thefts from Iraq and Syria show up on eBay, and in London,
European and US auction houses or antique shops (8.) Apparently, incredibly, this is near
beyond authorities from border control to crime prevention, to halt.  Seems the powers
responsible for the carnage in the region are peerless at destruction, but worse than useless
at prevention.

On 23rd August the Temple of Baalshamin, dedicated to the Canaanite sky deity Baalshamin,
constructed in 131 AD, was destroyed by explosives. It had been financed by Male Agrippa,
a Palmyra merchant Prince who, two years before its  construction had been visited in
Palmyra by the Roman Emperor Hadrian (117-138.)

A week later, on 30th August the ISIS crazies destroyed the Temple of Bel (also called Baal)
consecrated to the Mesopotamian God, Bel where the lunar God, Aglibol and the sun God,
Yarhibol  were  also  worshipped.  Dedicated in  32  AD was  then the  centre  of  Palmyran
religious life.

This latest victim of  cultural  genocide contained a cupola with the busts of  the seven
planetary divinities – Jupiter in the centre, surrounded by Helios, Selene, Ares, Hermes,
Aphrodite and Cronos. It  was surrounded by the signs of the Zodiac.  The lintel  at the
entrance carried a carving of an eagle – wings outstretched across a star strewn sky –
representing Jupiter/Bel. Eagles of course, also guarded one of Iraq’s recently lost wonders
at the hands of the modern day barbarians, Hatra.

Dr al-Assad, seeped in his love for Palmyra, who died for defending it  had named his
daughter after Zenobia, the third century Queen of the Palmyrene Empire, who led a revolt
against the Roman Empire.

Many have written that Iraq and Syria’s glorious archeology survived even Genghis Khan’s
repeated assaults on the region but not the US and it’s terrorist beneficiaries. Genghis Khan

(“Supreme Khan of the Mongols, King of Kings”) lived between 1162-18th August 1227.

The 18th August was when Dr al-Assad was so appallingly murdered nearly eight hundred
years later. A supreme, terrible irony – or something more sinister?

Irena Bokova heading UNESCO has bleated that the destructions are a war crime but action
is glaringly absent. Bokova led UNESCO’S activities for a Holocaust remembrance but has
been silent over the ongoing Holocaust of  perhaps two million deaths since the illegal
invasion of Iraq. She was also instrumental in the exhibit: “The People, the Book, the Land –
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3,500 years of  ties between the Jewish people and the Land of  Israel” inaugurated at

UNESCO Headquarters in Paris on 11th June 2014. She is markedly less vociferous about the
destruction of the history of the land, the years, guarded so faithfully by the countless
generations of the indigenous people of the region.

On 3rd  September President Bashar al-Assad awarded Dr Khalid al-Assad a posthumous
Order of Merit for his achievement and devotion to archeology, to be presented to his family
at a ceremony arranged by the Ministry of Culture.

As Padraig Belton has written: “In all this, one humble octogenarian dared, as the West has
not, to defy the most chilling murders the present century has yet seen. And when a new
Syria one day confronts the impossible task of rebuilding itself, one elderly academic’s quiet
resistance in the name of antiquity, like David against Goliath, will provide a stark example
of dauntlessness and civilization amidst the rubble of its bleakest hour.”

There are times when the heart hurts, the soul hurts, the being wants to sob; mourning the
sacrifices, the loss of legacy to future generations for all time cannot be borne.

To meet Dr al-Assad and his love for Palmyra, see a modern legacy, his Facebook page (9) –
and weep.
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